
Objectives
To look for clues in the landscape to see how it 
has been shaped by natural and human activity

Old maps, photos (waterproof) 
A pocketful of stories (online but fact check!)
Dyfed Archaelogy Activity Notes

+/- 15-20 mins Beach or waterside.

Duration

Resources

Location

We’re going to look at how people and nature shape the landscape around us.

Activity 1 - Is this place natural or shaped by people?  
Encourage the group to look around them, then show them a line (real or imaginary). One end is totally human and the other is totally natural.  Ask them to 
stand on the line to show what they think. Chat with the group why they have chosen their position on the line. 

Activity 2 - Find FIVE
Find FIVE things that have been put there by people.  If it’s safe (dynamic risk assessment!) the kids can race between them.  The rematch could be to find FIVE 
things that are natural.

Some of the things are easy to decide but we want kids to open their eyes and minds to their surroundings. For instance rocks may have been placed on the 
beaches as part of the sea defences, hedgerows are created by people to make fields for agriculture.  Nature reclaims old buildings and places of human 
activity so we need to look carefully for clues.

EXPLORING THE PAST DYFED ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRUST



Activity 3 - Find FIVE (spotting version)
Explain to the group they are going to play a game. Each person names a human change to the landscape they can see from where they are. 
“Strict rules are no repeats, no errs and no hesitation” or they are “out”.  
Bend or break the rules to suit your group. 
First person out can then become the judge for the rest of the game.  
If you play along too you can introduce some of the less obvious human influences.

Show the group an old map of the area, point out the features so they can orientate themselves.  
The oldest maps for most of rural coastal Wales are from the late 1800s but people have been here for 1000s of years.  
Now is a good time to introduce a couple of stories about the local landscape.

Activity 4 - Eye Spy in My Minds Eye
Play a game of eye spy, but only things that would have been around when the map was made are allowed.  

Wrapping it up
Finish the session with a re-run of the first line up activity.

Objectives

Duration

Resources

Location

Look for clues in the landscape to see how it 
has been shaped by natural and human activity

Old maps, photos (waterproof). Maybe a couple
of sets of binoculars. A pocketful of stories 
Dyfed Archaelogy Activity Notes

+/- 15 mins Either on the water or onshore where it is possible 
to look back in land
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Case Study: Whitesands Bay

At first glance Whitesands Bay looks an unchanged natural environment but human activity has played a part in shaping this area for 1000s of years.  The buildings, the bins, and signage are obvious human impacts.  It is 
worth pointing out power lines, walls and even the slipway as we tend to notice them less. 
Worked flints that can occasionally be found on the coast path date to the Mesolithic 10,000-5000 BC when food was obtained by hunting and gathering. The change to agriculture started during the Neolithic Period 
(5000BC – 3000BC). Some of the low field boundaries on the moorland on St Davids Head are several thousand years old, but most of the still used boundaries are just several hundred years old.
The stone age is split into 3 time periods.
Lithic means stone age, Neo is new, Meso middle and Paleo means old.
On St Davids headland itself is an Iron Age fort (2000 years old) and there is a Neolithic Period stone burial chamber visible against the skyline viewed from the beach. The field on the right of the slipway is the site of St 
Patrick’s Chapel built 600AD – 1000AD. 
Carn Llidi itself was home to a WW1 submarine listening station and a WW2 radar station. The remains of two Neolithic Period burial chambers can be found amongst the foundations of these two stations.
Whitesands is one of the iconic beaches of the PCNP and is one of the most protected from the impacts of modern development.  The semi-detached houses near the entrance of the carpark were the start of a housing 
development from the late 1930s, the start of WW2 meant it never went any further. If it had this area would have been very different.

Activity 1. Human influence v natural 
influence

• Asking the kids to position themselves on a  
     line between two opposite ideas enables  
     them to dive into complex ideas in a         
     non-threatening way, there really isn’t a “right  
     answer”. 
• Listen carefully to what they say, starting with  
     the people at the ends of the line works well.  
     Depending on your group you might want  
     them to discuss, listen and reposition        
     themselves after hearing the opinions of      
     others. 
• Feel free to goof around first with the activity  
     too, rock v pop, salt n vinegar v quavers.   
     Repeat it at the end to get some indication of  
     how their ideas have developed.

Wrapping up
Find out what bit they enjoyed about the session and what surprised them, interested them and so on.  
Hopefully they’ve got a taste for looking for evidence. 
There are lots of urban myths and “billy” out there but this can make hunting down the real facts lots of fun too!

Resources for delivery
Historic maps e.g. 1st edition Ordnance Survey available on-line, http://maps.nls.uk/geo/find/# 
Archwilio https://www.archwilio.org.uk  
Coflein http://map.coflein.gov.uk/

Activity 2. Find Five

• If the carpark is very quiet, they can race  
     between 5 things they have chosen.
• Vehicles and private property are definitely  
     “out of bounds”.
• The rocks in front of the lifeguard station and  
     carpark are a sea defence so count as       
     human. 
• Pick your starting point wisely or you’ll get the  
     kid that’ll finish without hardly moving. 
• At busy times it could be a walking race or a  
     guided jog between points of interest as part  
     of your warm up.

Activity 3 Find Five Spotting Version

• Remember to orientate the map and point out  
     land marks for the group. 
• Younger kids especially enjoy using      
     binoculars and they also provide a good clue  
     for the rest of the group at what the person  
     might be looking at. 
• You may wish turn the clock back to talk and  
     ask what they could see from this point in  
     history.

Activity 4 Eye Spy in My Minds Eye
There is evidence you would have been able to 
see:

5000-3000BC (Neolithic)
• 700—43 AD fort
• Agriculture
• Trees being cleared for agriculture or to provide  
     easier hunting grounds

10,000 BC - 5000BC (Mesolithic)
• Hunter gatherers very few people
• Very simple shelters
• Aurochs (massive cow like herbivores), you’d  
     be in a forest.  An Auroch horn was found on  
     Whitesands beach after a storm in 2014
• Woolly mammoths, rhinos were no longer  
     present in the Welsh landscape by this point.
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